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Abstract

We have examined the structure of XUV multilayer coatings using high-resolution transmission electron mi-
croscopy (HRTEM). Using a variety of techniques, we have measured the interface widths and the interf_e topog-
raphy from the digitized TEM images, and have compared these results to x-ray and XUV rcflectance measurements.
We find that the structural parameters measured from the TEM images and those deduced from reflectance are
consistent in light of the probable systematic errors associated with the measurement and interpretation techniques.

1 INTRODUCTION

Reflectance measurements of XUV multilayer coatings have revealed that the most significant limitation on the optical
performance of these devices is that due to imperfect interfaces [1]. These interface imperfections -- interfacial
roughness and diffusion -- reduce the XUV reflectance from the theoretical value by removing light from the specular
direction. Reduced reflectance has obvious implications for multiple-reflection, multilayer-coated optical systems for
soft x-ray projection lithography.

It is our objective to understand the structural details of interface imperfections in order to minimize their delete-
rious effect. In this paper we describe preliminary work involving quantitative analysis of high-resolution transmission
electron micrographs of cross-sectional samples of XUV multilayer coatings. From the TEM images, we have measured
the interface diffusion widths and the interface topography, and compared these structural parameters to the interface
widths deduced from x-ray and XUV reflectance measurements.

In section li we outline the theoretical foundation on which our analysis is based. In particular, we describe how
interface imperfections affect the distribution of scattered light, making use of a first-order vector scattering theory. In
the sections following, we describe the experimental techniques used to obtain HRTEM images and reflectance data,
the analysis of these data, and some preliminary results and conclusions.

2 THEORY

The scattering of light at an interface has been the subject of intensive research for many years [2]. A recent treatise
by Stearlls [3] oa this subject makes use of a first-order Born approximation to solve the (vector) scattering problem
for x-rays incident on an imperfect interface, and the results from that work are used here.

Interfacial roughness and diffusion remove light from the specular scattering direction. Interfacial roughness will
also scatter light into non-specular directions. The result of Stearns' approach with regard to the specularly reflected
light is that the reflection and transmission coefficients at the interface between two materials having different optical
constants are given by

: ,.o.
t = _0 (1)

where ro and to are the usual Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients, k = 27r/A (A is the wavelength of light,)
and _b is the Fourier transform of the derivative of the interface profile function p(z), as described in [3]. (Tile incident

0 in equation 1 is that vector's compor_entfield is assumed to be a plane wave propagating in the direction h°, so n,



along the _-direction, which is normal to the plane of the interface.) For the special case where the interface profile is
an error function,

1 /_" e-t_/2"_dt

where <r is the interface width, tDis given by

t_ -- e -2(_'ac°s0)_

so that substitution into equation 1 yields the well-known result

r = r0.e -2(a_acc4e)_ (2) lr

Since p(z) is defined as the normalized, averaged value of the dielectric function along the ,_-direction, the modified
Fresnel coefficients (equation l) do not distinguish between a diffuse and a rough interface. Consequently, for the case
of an interface which is both rough and diffuse, with an error-function interface profile for example, o" in equation 2
will be the sum of contributions from both.interfacial roughness and diffusion"

atotal = arough + adiffuse (3)

We can thus calculate the reflectance of a multilayer coating, using either the characteristic matrix or the recursive
technique [4], making use of equation 1 to account for interface imperfections.

Another important result from Stearns deucribes the distribution of non-specular scattered light. We suppose that

the interface topography is described by a function f(z, y), with the power-spectral-density function, S(f._,fv) , given
by

I: I
S(.:,,/v)= (/"/_)

L, Lv (4)

where f,. and fr are the spatial frequencies, and L, and L v are the linear dimensions of the interface, in the x and y
t ,

directions, respectively. It is assumed that an incident plane wave propagates from medium e0 to e0 m a direction h °
with initial polarization _0 and scatters into a direction h with polarization _. The differential power scattered per
unit solid angle dr2 into the reflected (n, > 0) field is then given by

1 dP" {k,. (_0-e'0)(_'._°)'}
Po di2 - 16,r_n0e0 ' S(h,fv) (5)

with a similar expression for the transmitted (n, < 0) scattered field. Equation 5 is the product of an 'optical factor',

which depends on the wavelength, angles, and polarizations, and a 'surface factor', S(I=, fu), which depends only on
the interface topography. Similar results from other vector and scalar scattering theories have been obtained [2], ali
sharing this basic form of an optical factor times the power-spectral-density. Note that for the case of a multilayer, the

non-speclJlar scattered power distribution (-_) is determined Ly summing the contributions (equation 5) from each
interface, taking into account the coherence of spatial frequen ;ies between the layers.

3 EXPERIMENT

The experimental goal is to measure arough, adiffuse , and S(f,, fv), from quantitative analysis of ItRTEM images of
cross-sectional multilayer samples, and compare these, through equations 1 and 5, to the measured specular reflectance
and non-specular scattered power distribution. We have thus far analyzed three multilayer samples. Described in this
section are the experimental details of the sample fabrication and characterization.

Two Mo/Si and one Ru/C multilayer samples were fabricated by magnetron sputtering in argon, at AT&T Bell
Labs, Lockheed, and the Center for X-Ray Optics at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, respectively. The two Mo/Si
samples coiItained 40 bilayers, with d-spacings of 74.5 _ and 93 _. The Ru/C sample contained 50 bilayers and had
a d-spacing of 44.25 /_. The Mo/SI samples were fabricated on semiconductor-grade Si (100) wafers, while the Ru/C
sample was fabricated on a Si (lll) wafer.



Small-angle x-ray reflectance measurements were made at AT&T Bell Labs using Cu-Ka (1.M2 A) radiation from
a P,.ig_ku rotating-anode source. A Huber four-Grcle diffractometer with a modified 1003-goniometer head positioned
the sample and scintillation detector during the 0- 20 scans. Pyrolitic graphite was used as a monochromator, and
precision slits provided a 0.05 mm horizontal x 0.5 mm vertical beam at the sample (scattering was done about a
vertical a.xis), resulting in an angular resolution of about 0.025 °, The detector signal was pulse-heigb, t,-selected, and
counting times were normalized against an I0 detector to minimize source fluctuations. Measurements were made from
0-I0 ° grazing, which corresponded to 8-15 Bragg peaks.

XUV reflectance measurements were made using the Lockheed reflectometer, which has been described previously

[5]. Absolute reflectance versus incidence angle measurements from near-normal to grazing incidence were made at
several wavelengths for each sample with this apparatus. Non-specular scattering measurements have not yet been
performed, though measurements,using synchrotron radiation at Brookhaven National Laboratory are being planned.

Cross-sectional multilayer samples, suitable for TEM analysis, were prepared by mechanical polishing followed by
argon ion milling (4 keV at LN2 temperature, incident beams at 15' to sample surface). Note that this technique
results in varying sample thickness: the sample increases in thickness away from the hole left by the ion milling
process, ttRTEM was performed with JEOL 4000EX and 2000FX electron microscopes operated at 200 kV. The
practical resolution limits of these microscopes at this energy ate "--2,0 A and 3.0 ]t, respectively.

Photographic prints of the ttRTEM images were digitized using a CCD camera (512x480 pixels) and transferred
to a Sun 4/260 workstation for analysis. The images were digitized such that the pixel size was at most equal to ~half
the resolution limit oi' the microscope. Due to non-uniform illumination during the image formation and digitization

processes, it was necessary to subtract a two-dimensional polynomial (2nd-order) from the digitized images. Histogram
equalization was then performed in order to increase the dynamic range of the images.

4 ANALYSIS

4.1 TEM Image Analysis

The objective here is to extract quantitative information relating to (i) the interface diffusion widths (adiffuse) and

(ii) the interface topography (O'rough, S(ft, fv))" To this end, we have developed two types of analyses of the digitized
TEM images, and we describe each in turn. We first discuss, however, some limitations associated with HRTEM image
interpretation.

4.1.1 TEM Image Interpretation

We would like to be able to relate the HRTEM image intensity at a given point to the projec_e.d crystal potential
(which is in turn related to the material composition) of the sample at that point. However, there are a number of
factors associated with the image formation that limit this type of intuitive image interpretation, and which give rise
to systematic errors in the derived interface parameters.

An IIRTEM image of a crystalline sample is formed by recombination of the phases and amplitudes of Bragg
diffracted beams w_th the directly transmitted electron beam. In general, multiple scattering is very important in
electron diffraction. For an incident plane parallel wave ¢0(z, y) upon the specimen, the electron wave at the specimen
exit face is:

$e(z,y) = ¢o(z,y)'q(z,y)

where q(z,y) is the 'specimen transmission function'. In t.he limit of a very thin sample where the amplitudes of
diffracted beams are relatively weak (the kinematic approximation) and the phases of diffracted beams are modulated

,, only weakly by the sample (weak phase object approximation), it can be shown that q(z, y) ,.., constant. ¢(z, y), where
q_is the projected potential of the sample structure along the electron beam direction. For crystalline samples, this
requires sample thicknesses less than approximately one-half the relevant axial extinction thickness (for Si at 200 kV
this distance is 1._0 A along < l l0 >.) For amorphous structures of comparable atomic number, this requirement is
satisfied by substantially greater thicknesses, as the variations in atomic potential with respect to the mean potential
are le.ss than in crystalline samples. The extinction distance decreases with increasing atomic number. Therefore, in
order to satisfy these assumptions so that intuitive image interpretation is possible, we must analyze regions of the
_saIllt)ie that are as thin ;_spossible, which correspond to the regions of the cross-sectional samples that are close to the

_111' ' rl _1ill
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Figure 1; Interface geometry.

hole created from the ion milling process described above. We estimate that the sample thicknesses in these regions
range from --- 50 to 100/l_.

Another primary consideration in HRTEM image interpretation is the effect of the microscope imaging system
upon the phases and amplitudes of the diffracted beams. Th-se effects are incorporated via an instrumental transfer
function, T(u, v), which is multiplied with the electron wave-function in the back focal plane of the objective lens such
that

(b,(u,v) = ¢0(u, v), _(u,v). T(u,v),

The trea_sfer function includes phase changes due to third-order spherical aberration (phase change proportional to
the cube of spatial frequency) and objective lens defocus (phase change proportional to spatial frequency). Amplitudes
are also modified due to damping envelopes arising from spatial and temporal beam incoherencies and mechanical
vibrations. The form of T(u, v) is thus generally very complex and HRTEM image interpretation is difficult in general
requiring extensive numerical simulation of diffraction and imaging processes. However, at a specific objective lens
defocus, known as Scherzer defocus, a broad band-pass of approximately constant transfer is observed at lower spatial
frequencies (up to the inverse of the microscope resolution.) The magnitude of Scherzer defocus is given by -_/1.5AeC,,
where Ae is the electron wavelength and C_ is the third order spherical aberration coefficient. Thus for this defocus, the
microscope imaging system is essentially neutral. (Contributions from electrons scattered by higher spatial frequencies
outside of the band-pass are eliminated by insertion of an objective aperture in the back focal plane.) The magnitude
of Scherzer defocus is -.. -500 to ,700 A for the microscopes used here.

The final major factor to be considered here is Fresnel diffraction from the potential discontinuities at the multilayer
interfaces It can be shown by a direct optical analogue [6] that tile width of the interfacial Fresnel fringe is ,-, ¢'A'_e,
where Af is the magnitude of the objective lens defocus. At Scherzer defocus (and 200 kV), this fringe width is of the
order 4 A, with a likely variation due to experimental error in selecting Scherzer defocus of 4-1 ./t.

Other systematic errors associated with finite sample dimensions will be discussed in the next section.

4.1.2 Interface Diffusion
,,

We suppc)se t_ material variations at the interface in a multilayer are described by the topography function
f(z, y) discu,_iously, ;uxd a function 9(z) which describes the material variations along the _.-direction. Phese
two functions "_=_picted in figure I.

Analogous to the method described by Hull et al. [7], we mea-sure g(z) from the digitized I-IRTEM images by
examining image intensity profiles along the .;-direction, as follows. Consider a rectangular region of the ItRTEM "
image, having width L in the _-direction, as shown in figure 2. x This particular region will have a certain number

of pixels in the _-direction (columns) and a certain number of pixels in the i-direction (rows). We can obtain the
averaged image intensity for this region by averaging the intensity profiles for each column, ,'ts shown in figure 3(a).
'['he width w of an interface can thus be obtained by me_uring the width (full-width-half-max, for example) of the

I The image quality shown in thin paper in significantly degraded a_ compared with that of the original digitized images, due to the

process u.,_d to include these inmg_ with the text.
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Figure 2: Digitized HRTEM image of a Mo/Si multilayer. A rectangular region of width L is highlighted.

corresponding peak in the derivative of the averaged intensity profile. The derivative of the intensity profile in figure
3(a) is shown in figure 3(b), with the interface widths indicated.

The value of to so derived will be equal to adiffuse plus any contributions from interfacial roughness with spatial
frequencies less than the image width L or the sample thickness l, whichever is greater. Therefore, an upper-limit on
g(z) _sobtained in the limit L ---, 0. However, for the case of L equal toone column width, we find that the precision
with which w can be measured decreases due to noise in the images. The procedure that we follow, therefore, is to
compute w as a function of L, with the L ranging from the full image width to one pixel, and then fit the w - L data

with a straight line to get w(L = O) = g(z). An example of this procedure is shown in figure 4, Where the w- L data is
shown for eight interfaces of the Ru/C sample. Although there is considerable scatter in the w - L data, we estimate
the uncertainty in the derived interface widths to be of order +.5 A.

Figure 5 shows the derived values of the interface widths g(z) for the Ru/C sample as a function of the interface

number, where interface number 0 is the Ru/C inte;face closest to the substrate (e.g. for this sample, with 50 bilayers,
there are 100 interfaces numbered 0,1,...,99.) These data were obtained from four digitized images of the same cross-
sectional sample. Evidently, the derived interface widths decrease with increasing interface number (i.e. away from
the substrate.) For this particular cross-sectional sample, however, this trend is probably due not to an inherent
characteristic of the multilayer, but to the fact that the cross-sectional sample thickness decreases with increasing
interface number, a feature which is apparent in the original I-IRTEM image. (The hole resulting from th_: ion milling
process is located furthest from the substrate.)

The decreasing sample thickness manifests itself in the derived interface widths versus interface number data shown
in figure 5 because the multilayer sample may not have been perfectly aligned with respect to the incident electron
beam. Orientation of the electron beam along the interfaces is achieved by aligning the silicon substrate, but the

•,_ multilayer orientation is not necessarily the same in the thinned TEM sample. This will result in an apparent interface
width tO', where 0' is the misocientation angle. With a maximum likely misorientation of say 0* = 3° and t = 100/t_,
the resulting maximum systematic error in the defined interface width would be of order 3 _.

The effect of sample thickness on derived interface width was also seen in a second image of another TEM sample of
the same Ru/C multilayer. For this second image, however, the 'ion-milling-hole' was located approximately midway
from the substrate to the surface of the multilayer, which enabled interface widths to be derived for almost ali of

the 100 interfaces. The derived interface widths from this sample show a minimum near the center of the sample,
corresponding to the location of the ion-milling-hole and thus the thinaest region of the sample.
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4.1.3 Interface Topography

We now wish to measure the interface topography function f(x,y). From the projected HRTEM images, however,
we can of course measure only a one-dimensional function .f'(x), which is equal to f(x, y) averaged over the sample
thickness t in the _)-direction. Nonetheless, we assume'for the time being that for small thicknesses (i.e. t ~ 50-100
_), the function f'(x) approximates the true profile .f(x). We further assume that the topography function is isotropic
such that f(x,y)= f(x).

We measure the topography from the digitized images using a contour algorithm, whereby (suitably chosen) iso-
intensity contours represent the topography function f(z). Figure 6(a) shows an HRTEM image for a Mo/Si sample
and figure 6(b) shows the derived iso-intensity contours. Due to the fact that the contour algorithm results in non-
equally-spaced (along ._) interface height profiles, the profiles were fit (using cubic-spline interpolation) with 1024
equal-spaced points ibr analysis.

The one-dimensional power-spectral-density (PSD) function S(f=) is computed from f(x) using a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm. Since the 1024-element profile contains spatial frequencies smaller than the resolution
limit of the microscope, the PSD was computed only for spatial frequencies larger than this resolution limit. Shown in

figure 7 is the interface topography function f(x) and the corresponding PSD, Ibr one interface of the Mo/Si sample
shown in figure 6, ,,

The value of (Trough is then computed from S(.fz)through

o.2 :lmax-- S(f_)df=. (6)
aim' m

The aroug h values so derived are shown in figure 8 for the Ru/C sample.
A recent paper by Church [8] discusses the power spectra of rough surfaces in terms of a fractal power-spectral:

density function, of the form

S(f,)- K,_/I_ with 1 < n < 3. , (7)

The motivation is that highly polished optical surfaces should show fractal characteristics over a limited range of
spatial frequencies. Indeed, we have fit the power spectra of the multilayer interfaces derived from HRTEM images,

using a least-squares curve-fitting algorithm, with the fractal form form given by equation 7. An example of such a
fit is shown as the dotted line in figure 7(b). The derived fractal fit parameters Km and n are shown versus interface
number in figure 9 for the Ru/C sample.

From equation 7, the two-dimensional PSD can be calculated (assuming that the topography is isotropic) from [8]

r[(. + i)/2] K. (s)s(f) = 2r(1/2)r(./2).I.+----r

lt is this equation that would be inserted into equation 5in order to calculate the non-specular scattered power
distribution.

Also, from the fractal fit to the measured PSD it is possible to extrapolate to a particular range of spatial wave-
lengths (assuming that the topography war_'ants such an extrapolation) in order to compute the spatial-frequency-

dependent value of arough(using equation 6):

, min,Lmax) = Lmax mln ' (9)

where Lmi n and Lmax are the minimum and maximum spatial wavelengths under consideration. This idea will be
described further in the next section.

I

4.2 Optical Properties

We now wish to relate the measured structural properties (o.diffuse, o.rough, and S(f=)) to the measured optical
properties, namely the specular reflectance and the non-specular scattering. We must first consider, however, that

these optical properties will be sensitive to a finite range of spatial frequencies, which demands that the value of arough
should be determined for the appropriate spatial frequency range.
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The relationship between spatial frequencies at the interface (or surface) and the direction of scattered light may be
determined in a simple way using the grating equation. That is, from the grating equation we may relate the geometry
of the optical measurement (i.e., the incidence angle, wavelength, and detector solid angle) to spatial frequencies at
the interface. Specifically, for the case of a spet_ttlar reflectance versus incidence angle measurement, the value of

arou+ h which would be used in equations 2 and 3, would depend not only on the detector collection angle and the
wavelength of light being used, but would also vary with incidence angle. For example, figure 10 shows the range of
spatial wavelengths to which a specular reflectance measurement is sensitive, as a function of wavelength from ,_ =
1.54 _ (Cu-Kc,) to 200 tit, for incidence angles in the range of 00 (normal incidence) to 0max, with 0max ranging from
600 to 90°, and for a detector collection angle of .2* (specularly reflected light is thus defined to be those, rays for which

IFI _<,1°, where /9' is the scattering angle with respect to the specular direction -/90.) We see from the figure that
at a given photon wavelength, the range of spatial wavelengths increases with increasing 0max. Also, for a constant
0ma.x the maximum spatial wavelength increases by a large amount as the photon wavelength increases from 1.54 tit
to 200 _. When computing the integral in equation 6, however, we must also consider that the a values determined
from reflectance data are obtained by examining the reflectance in the vicinity of the Bragg peaks; these peaks axe
measured near normal incidence at XUV wavelengths, but at grazing incidence for Cu-Ka. Consequently, the value of

0marx is considerably larger for Cu-Ka than for XUV wavelengths, so the variation in the range of spatial wavelengths

- and the difference in trroug h values computed from equation 6 -- will be somewhat reduced. In particular, for the
x-ray and XLIV measurements in this work (which have different detector collection angles,) the spatial wavelengths to
which the reflectance is sensitive range from ,-.,1.54 /_ - 2.5 #m for ,_=1.54/_, and from ,_135 _ - 10.0 pm for ,_=135

As mentioned in the last section, the fractal PSD functionprovides an analytic method (equation 9) for calculating

the aroug h value appropriate for a given specular reflectance measurement (i.e. a given range of spatial wavelengths.)

Shown in figure 11 are the calculated aroug h values versus incidence angle for ,_=1.54 tit and 135.0 tit, using the fractal
, tit parameters derived for one of the Mo/Si multilayer samples, and using the spatial wavelength ranges mentioned

above. Note first that the aroug h values for 135/_ are ,-,50% larger than the values for 1.54 tlt over most of the range

of 0. This difference in aroug h with wavelength will vary considerably with the fractal power n. Second, the aroug h
values are approximately constant over most of the range of incidence angles but increase sharply in the resion of
grazing incidence. Therefore, the comparison between the measured reflectance and the reflectance calculated using
equations 2 and 3 should reveal that for long wavelength measurements near normal incidence, a constant value of

aroug h (as a function of incidence angle) does not give significantly different results compared with aroug h depending
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Ru-on-C and C-on-Ru interl,"acesare shown separately.
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Figure 10: Spatial wavelength range to which specular reflectance measurements are sensitive as a function of wave-
length, assuming a detector collection angle of .2*.

on incidence angle, whereas for Cu-Ka reflectance measurements (at grazing incidence, 0=80-90 °) these comparisons

should reveal that a ¢','ough which increases with incidence angle is required.
Indeed, we find this last result to be the case. For example, shown in figure 12 are the measured XUV and x-ray

reflectance versus incidence angle curves for the Ru/C sample, along with the fits to these curves. For each wavelength,
fits were obtained using the optical constants from Henke et ai. [9] (for this sample) and the instrumental resolutions
were included in the calculations [10]. In this case, we find good agreement using constant ¢r values of 7 A for the XUV

measurements (A=44.7 - 82.1 A), but. for the Cu-K measurements, we get the best e.greement using a = arough(0)+ 1.5

ii, where arough(0 ) is given by equation 9 with Lmi n and Lmax determined from the measurement geometry. The
agreement at A=1.54 A is not perfect, however. Interface profile functions p(z) other than an error function could
improve the agreement without significantly degrading the agreement at XUV wavelengths, as the longer wavelength
measuremc.,ats are not particularly sensitive to the exact form ofp(z). The results for the other samples are summarized
in the next section.

5 RESULTS

We have analyzed HRTEM images for each of the three samples described in section 3. For each sample, several

in+ages were examined, and values for 9(z) and arou+ h versus interface number were obtained. Additionally, the power
spectr_ for +_achinterface were computed and fract_ fits were obtained.

We find that in the case of the Mo/Si sasnples, the adiffus e values are significantly different for the Mo-on-Si
, interface._ and the Si-on-Mo interfaces. This result and the values for < g(z) > we derive (table 1) are consistent with

previously reported results [I 1]. For the Ru/C sample, we find no such asymmetry, also consistent with previous results
for ¢,hissystem [12]. We also find no correlation between any of the structural parameters and interface number, for all

, three samples. (Such a correlation m_ght arise from interface smoothing as more layers are added during deposition,
for example.) We have therefore computed the average values of 9(z), I(,,_ and n, for each sample, and for each type
of interface (e g. Mo/Si, Si/Mo, Ru/C, C/Ru.) These results are summarized in table 1.

From < 9(z) >, 0'diffuse was computed assuming that the derivative of the interface profile is a Gaussian, such that

adiffuse=< 9(z) > / (2_/2in(Mi), where M=0.5 or 0.25, for < g(z) > corresponding to the full-width at half-max

or quarter-_nax, respectively. From the fr_tctal fit parameters < Kn > and < n >,rrroug h vMues were computed from
equation 9, using the range of spatial wavelengths appropriate for the Cu-Ka and the XUV reflectance measurements,
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respectively. (The average aroug h values for the three samples as computed for the actual range ofspatial wavelengths

associated with HRTEM were 0.8, 1.0, and 1.3/_) Finally, atota I was computed from equation 3. These results axe
shown in table 1 as weil. The uncertainties in these a values associated with the data reduction techniques we estimate
to be of the order 4-1 /_. On the other hand, the systematic errors associated with the image interpretation itself we

expect to be larger, of order -.. 4-4 /[ for the interface widths, and a comparable number for the interface roughness
values due to averaging the topography over the sample thickness.

Also shown in table 1 ate _he average o" values derived from XUV and Cu-Ka reflectance measurements. These
values were obtained using a model based on the recursive technique, with equation 1 deacribing the reflectance lo6s

due to interface imperfections and assuming an error function interface profile. (Asymmetric interface widths, as, were

measured from the tIRTEM images for the Mo/Si samples, don't significantly affect the fits for XUV wavelengths.)
The model has several adjustable parameters in addition to tr including the optical constants and layer hlcsnesses. At' t ' '

A=1.54 ,_, the optical data from Henke et al, [9] were used, and the layer thicknesses were determined with very high
precision. These thicknesses were then used in the fits at long wavelengths, where the thicknesses, optical constants,
and tr values are strongly coupled. The optical constants used at long wavelengths were those from [9] for the Ru/C
sample, and from [13] for Mo/Si. Although the derived a values will depend on the optical constants used, the optical
constants can be checked for accuracy by demanding that the theoretical reflectance curves agree with measurement
near grazing incidence, not merely in the vicinity of the Bragg peaks. _ The uncertainty in the a values derived from
the reflectance data is -.- 4-.25/_, though there may be larger systematic errors, due to systematic measurement errorsor inaccurate optical constants.

In light of ali the possible systematic errors mentioned abov,., the tr values deduced from reflectance mea.surements
are reasonably close to those derived from the IIR'I'EM analysis, though the discrepancy is larger than the nominal
experimental uncertainties just described. Also, the variation between the tr values derived from reflectance measur.e-
meats at x-ray and XUV wavelengths is considerably larger than the analogous variation in the cr values derived from
lt RTFM. Furthermore, the large difference in trdiffuse between the Ru/C sample and the Mo/Si samples is not at ali

evident in the reflectance data. These discrepancies can be due to errors in deriving tr values from reflectance data,
to deficiencies in the model relating the structural and optical properties, or to systematic errors ,associated with the11RTFM image analysis.

2For the Ru/C sample, it was necessaxy to use layer thicknessea that differed by 0.9 /t, from the va/ues determined from Cu-Ka
mea.surements. This suggests that the dertsitien a._sumed (whic.h correspond to the bulk material vMues) in the conversion from the tlenke
at{relic _catteriag factora to opticaJ constaaats aa'e incorrect for one or both of these materiMa.
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Sample, Interface .... tt RTEM ...... Reflectance

<"K. > <:'n > arou_ h < g(z) > _diff atotal < cr >, ,

Cu-K_ XUV Cu-K_ XUV "Cu-K_ XUV........

-Ru/C (Ru/C) 043 1.28 1.6 A 1.7 A 3.9 A 1,7 A 3.3 A 3,4 A
(C/Ru) .021 1.32 1,3 A 1.4 ,A 3.8 A 1.6 A 2.9 A 3.0 A

Average 1.4 k 1.5 /lt 1.6 /lt 3.1 k 3.2 k 2.5 k 7 k

Mo/Si (Mo/Si) .047 "i.38 2.4 A 3,0 A 19.7 A 8.4 A 10:8 A 11,4 A
(Si/Mo) .014 1.35 1.2 A 1.4 A 9,0 A 3.8 A 5,0 A 5,2 A

Average 1.8 • 2.2 • 6.1 _ 7.9 /k 8.3 • 3 _ 10 _ A

Mo/Si (Mo/Si) .051 1.42 2.9 A 3,8 A 19,1 A 5,7 A 8.6 A 9.5 A
(Si/Mo) .067 1.31 2.2 A 2.6 k 16,3 A 4,9 A 7.1 A 7.5 A

Average 2.5 A 3.2 _ 5.3 _ 7.8 _ 8.5 A 2 _ 7 A,, ,,ii

'Fable 1' Sunanaary of results. The structural parameters derived from HRTEM image analysis are compared with those

derived from reflectance measurements. The aroug h values (aald hence the atota I values) were computed from the PSD
fit parameters h',_ and n using equation 9, for the spatial wavelength ranges appropriate to reflectance measurements
made using Cu-Kc_ and XUV radiation, as indicated in the text,

As mentioned above, the parameters in the model for reflectance can be strongly coupled, so small inaccuracies in

layer thicknesses or optical constants, or systematic measurement errors [10] can result in significant inaccuracies in
derived a values. The possibility of errors in the XUV and x-ray derived a values can therefore not be ruled out.

Deficiencies in the model may be related to the form of the assumed interface profile function p(z), as mentioned

previously; we are presently investigating alternative interface profile functions. We have also examined graded in-
terfaces (e.g. many thin layers at each interface, with each interlayer having different optical constants) using from
one to ten interlayers, but we find that the agreement is not significantly improved. In fact the shape of the resulting
reflectance curve at 1.54 A is quite different from that which is measured. The assumption that the bilayers near the

substrate are identical (optically) to those near the surface may explain some of discrepancy, or it may simply be the
case that the first order scattering theory outlined in section 1 is inadequate.

The systematic errors associated with ttRTEM image interpretation have been described above. In general, we
expect that these errors would result in (i) adiffuse values that are too high, due mainly to Fresnel fringe effects,
sample misorientation, and the inclusion of roughness with spatial wavelengths less than the sample thickness, and (ii)

aroug h values that are too low due to averaging the topography over the sample thickness. Averaging the topography
over the sample thickness will result in an inaccurate power-spectral-density, in general, and will tend to reduce the

derived aroug h values, as the resulting fractal parameter n will be too small. The contrast between the x-ray and

XUV aroug h values increases with increasing n. Although the extrapolation of the PSD deduced from HI, rEM to
larger spatial wavelengths (i.e. --,10 #m) may by unwarranted, a larger n value coupled with smaller adiffuse values
would result in atota I values that are more consistent with those determined from reflectance measurements.

6 CONCLUSION
lp

We have shown how structural properties associated with the interface imperfections in XUV multilayer reflectors can
be deduced from tt RTEM images, using a variety of analysis techniques. We have compared these structural parameters
with those derived from comparisons of XUV and x-ray specular reflectance measurements with calculations using a
first-order vet',or scattering theory, and find that the two sets of parameters agree, in light of the estimated magnitude
of systematic errors associated with the measurement and interpretation techniques. By extrapolating the power-
spectral-density function measured from ttR'FEM images to the spatial wavelength ranges appropriate to reflectance
measurements, we find, however, that the contrast between the inferred x-ray and XUV interface widths is not in

agreement with the measured values. Furthermore, the large difference in diffusion widths between the Ru/C sample
and the Mo/Si samples is not at ali evident in the reflectance data.



We are continuing this investigation in order to resolve these discrepancies. We are proceeding with further
tt ICFEM analysis, and intend to more precisely estimate the magnitude of ali systematic errors associated with image
interpretation. Measuremer_ts of the surface topography of these multilayers, using a scanning, tunneling electron
microscope and perhaps optical techniques (as has been investigated by Spiller et al. [14]), may afford a more accurate
measure of the topography function over the range of spatial frequencies relevant to XUV reflectance, however it
is not cleat that the surface and interface topographies are identical. We are also planning non-specular scattering
measurements to be performed using synchrotron radiation, which will also be used to estimate the interface PSD

" function. Finally, further refinements in the reflectance calculation techniques, the reflectamce measurements, and
more accurate optical constants will also help to elucidate the source of the discrepancy.
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